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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FIFTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR PALM BEACH COUNTY, FLORIDA
CIVIL DIVISION
DISCOVER BANK,
Plaintiff

CASE NUMBER:
50-2019-CA-013570-XXXX-MB

v.
EVAN S. GUTMAN,
Defendant, Pro Se

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO VACATE
VOID AND UNENFORCEABLE COUNTY COURT
ORDER and FOR RECONSIDERATION OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION

MOTION
Defendant Evan Gutman, JD, CPA, Moves the CIRCUIT Court for an Order Vacating the
VOID and UNENFORCEABLE Order of the COUNTY Court improperly issued by CIRCUIT
Judge G. Joseph Curley, Jr. on July 22, 2021. The grounds are as follows:
1.

This case is not within the Jurisdiction of the County Court, but instead the Circuit
Court, so there can be no valid County Court Order of any nature, in the matter. No
Court Order has ever been issued transferring jurisdiction of this case.

2.

Judge Curley was not a County Court Judge when he issued the County Court Order.
Having been neither elected, nor appointed to the position of County Court Judge he
lacked judicial power at that time to issue ANY County Court Order.

3.

Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Arbitration was filed in the wrong Court, since the Circuit
Court had jurisdiction of the case, not the County Court. Accordingly, Plaintiff's Motion
should not even have been considered by the Circuit Court, and their filing should not
even have been accepted by the Court Clerk.

4.

Judge Curley arrived approximately 15 minutes late to the Hearing giving rise to the
Void and Unenforceable County Court Order. Judge Curley deprived Defendant, who
TIMELY APPEARED when the Hearing was scheduled, of his Legitimate Due Process
Right to be Heard. The subject Court Order misrepresents what actually transpired.

5.

The subject County Court Order improperly dismissed Defendant's Counterclaim.
Pursuant to Fl. Stat. 682.03(7) when Arbitration is Ordered, a "competent" Circuit Court
Judge should "STAY" the Counterclaim, rather than Dismissing it.

6.

Plaintiff's Counsel was not legally Counsel of Record at the time they filed their Motion to
Compel Arbitration and therefore their Motion should not have been considered at all.
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RELEVANT FACTS and ARGUMENT
As shown by Exhibit 1, on July 22, 2021, the County Court for the 15th Judicial Circuit
issued a Court Order in the case of Discover Bank v Evan S. Gutman, granting Plaintiff's Motion
to Compel Arbitration of Counterclaim. The problem is this case is not within the Jurisdiction of
the County Court, but instead is within the Jurisdiction of the Circuit Court for the 15th Judicial
Circuit. Pursuant to Fl. Stat. 34.01(c)(1), for cases filed prior to December 31, 2019, the County
Court only has jurisdiction if the amount in controversy does not exceed $ 15,000. This case
exceeds such. The problem is exacerbated by the fact the County Court Order was signed by
Circuit Judge G. Joseph Curley, Jr. Similar to the fact that this case is not within the
Jurisdiction of the County Court, Judge Curley himself was not even a County Court Judge and
thus lacked judicial authority to issue any County Court Order in any case at that time. As
shown by Exhibit 16 herein, it was not until September 1, 2021 that Chief Judge Glenn D. Kelley
issued an Administrative Order providing authority for Circuit Judges to issue County Court
Orders. Thus, it is inescapable Judge Curley did not have such authority on July 22, 2021,
when he signed the subject Court Order.

FN 1

The matter is further complicated by the fact the

County Court Order improperly dismissed the Counterclaim, rather than "Staying" the
proceedings related to it. As shown by Exhibit 2, pursuant to Fl. Stat. 682.03(7), when a Court
orders arbitration, the related judicial proceeding shall be Stayed, not Dismissed.

FN 1 The constitutional legitimacy and legality of Chief Judge Kelley's Administrative Order itself rests
on dubious and "shaky" legal grounds. Specifically, Florida law provides for the appointment and
election of Judges. The concept is based upon the premise that Judges do not get to choose their fellow
Judges. It is highly questionable as to whether one single Chief Judge may circumvent Florida's entire
Judicial selection process on a unilateral basis. That point however, while preserved for review if
necessary, does not seem to be relevant to this motion, since the September 1, 2021 Administrative Order
was not even in effect on July 22, 2021 when Judge Curley signed the subject VOID Court Order.
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The subject VOID Court Order was drafted by Plaintiff's Counsel, Burr & Forman and
then submitted to Judge Curley for signature. It appears Judge Curley blindly relied upon their
negligently prepared Court Order without sufficient review and just signed it. That point itself is
exacerbated by the fact, that as shown by Exhibit 3, Defendant even informed Burr & Forman,
LLP, he did not agree to the Form of the Order. Burr & Forman, LLP then expressly informed
Judge Curley in writing that Defendant did not agree to the Form of the Order in their letter
accompanying submission of the Order. (See Exhibit 3 attached). Thus, we have a situation
here where a national law firm that represents it has 19 locations employing approximately 350
attorneys, which appears to have had at least 5 legal professionals working on this case,
carelessly submits a defective Court Order to a Circuit Judge for signature. Not one of those
legal professionals adequately reviewed the one page incompetently drafted Order. The Judge
then just blindly relied on their work and affixed his signature, even though he was expressly
informed in writing by the law firm itself, Defendant did not agree to the Form of the Court Order.
The fact Judge Curley did not adequately or carefully review a short One Page Court
Order that he personally is now responsible for, raises legitimate and justiciable issues as to
whether he performed a competent and careful review of Defendant's timely filed Opposition
documents opposing the Motion to Compel Arbitration. In those documents (which notably were
submitted to the proper Court) Defendant presented articulate, well-crafted, appropriate legal
arguments, with respectful legal analysis, all apparently just ignored by the Court.

FN 2

FN 2 - Defendant respectfully notes there are facts warranting consideration of the existence of possible actual bias
on the part of Judge Curley. More specifically, as shown by Exhibits 14 and 15, Defendant understands prior to
becoming a Circuit Judge; he was a Shareholder and on the Governing Committee of the large law firm Gunter,
Yoakley and Stewart. As shown by Exhibit 15, that firm focuses in large part on so-called "CREDITOR
RIGHTS." As indicated by Exhibit 14 (his Biographical write-up published by the Palm Beach County Bar
Association) Defendant understands he worked there for 32 years; was a Shareholder of the Firm and on its
Governing Committee. Presumably, during that time he developed close personal friendships with "Creditor
Rights" attorneys still working there, who have a vested financial interest in rulings Judge Curley renders in this
litigation. And of course, it is quite likely many of the "Creditor Rights" attorneys at that law firm may have
supported him and/or provided him with assistance in obtaining his seat on the bench.
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Defendant now addresses the matters giving rise to the VOID Court Order to compel
arbitration. The Order resulted from a "so-called" Hearing that transpired on July 16, 2021. As
shown on Exhibit 1, the VOID Court Order, submitted by Counsel states (emphasis added):
"This Court heard Discover Bank's Motion to Compel Arbitration of Counterclaim
on July 16, 2021. The hearing began at 11:15 a.m. and continued until 11:21
a.m., during which time Mr. Evan S. Gutman did not appear."

The foregoing characterization submitted by Burr & Forman, LLP, is substantially
misleading at best. Taken as a whole, the communicative message viewed in conjunction with
actual relevant facts, must fairly be construed as a nefarious attempt by Burr & Forman, LLP to
deceive any legitimate reader of the Court Order The following is what actually transpired.
As shown by Exhibit 4, the Hearing was NOT scheduled to begin at 11:15 a.m. The
Hearing was scheduled to begin at 11:00 a.m. Judge Curley is the one who arrived late and he
is the one who started the Hearing late. Defendant signed on to Zoom at approximately 10:53
am (give or take a few minutes). The computer screen showed a message indicating we were
waiting for the host to start the meeting. As shown by Exhibit 5, Defendant's phone bill
confirms that at approximately 11:07 am, not yet having been admitted, Defendant called Judge
Curley's chambers and the phone was answered by a person who Defendant understands was
the Judicial Assistant (JA). The JA indicated the Judge was running late and would admit
Defendant to the meeting shortly. Defendant politely indicated that was fine. Defendant then
turned off his cell phone and remained at the computer screen; because cell phones are
supposed to be off during a court hearing. At approximately 11:23 am, still not yet having been
admitted into the Zoom Hearing, (notwithstanding his computer screen indicating he was waiting
for the host to admit him), Defendant turned his cell phone back on. Defendant saw an email
from Lucille Kilgallon (Defendant understands she is the JA). As shown by Exhibit 6, her email,
sent at approximately 11:16 am, indicated the Court was waiting for Defendant to join the
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hearing. As shown by Exhibit 5, Defendant then called the Judge's Chambers a second time at
approximately 11:24 am, but only got an answering machine. Defendant left a voicemail
indicating his computer screen showed he was waiting for the host to let him in the Zoom
meeting. As shown by Exhibit 6, at approximately 11:26 am, Defendant sent an email to Lucille
stating "My screen says waiting for hist to start this meeting." (Defendant misspelled
"host" as "hist'). As shown by Exhibit 7, at 11:27 am, Defendant sent another email stating
his phone number of 201-400-6459. Defendant then tried to log in to Zoom anew several times,
but it indicated that it would not connect at all. This apparently was because the so-called
"Hearing" had ended already. As shown by Exhibit 5, at approximately 11:34 am, Defendant
called the Judge's Chambers a third time. The JA indicated the Judge did not see him in the
meeting room and had granted Plaintiff's Motion. Defendant asked the JA if she had told
Judge Curley that he called earlier, and the JA confirmed she had done so.
It is not known whether Judge Curley actually did see Defendant in the Zoom meeting
room and intentionally did not admit him to the Zoom Hearing; OR whether the Judge in error
genuinely did not see the Defendant and thus erred in not admitting him; OR in the Third
Alternative whether there was some type of a genuine computer issue on either side precluding
Defendant from being seen or being present in the meeting room even though his computer
screen indicated he was waiting for the host to admit him.
However, what is known is Defendant spoke with the JA at approximately 11:07 a.m. and
so they clearly knew Defendant had timely appeared, contrary to the general communicative
message in the issued Court Order. Also, the Judge who himself was 15 minutes late in
starting the hearing, waited only 6 minutes for the issue to be resolved, before ruling in
Plaintiff's favor. That constitutes a deprivation of Defendant's due process rights. Very "Uncivil"
and "Impolite" on the part of Judge Curley. Particularly considering the critical dispositive nature
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of the subject motion. It is well-known, Courts regularly wait for "well- connected " attorneys or
reschedule hearings when legitimate reasonable grounds exist.

ADDITIONAL REASONS FOR RECONSIDERATION
A trial court has inherent discretionary power to reconsider any order entered prior to the
rendition of final judgment in the cause. (See Panama City General Partnership v Godfrey
Panama City Investment, LLC, 109 So.3d 291, First DCA (2013) citing City of Hollywood v
Cordasco, 575 So.2d 301, 302 (Fla. 4th DCA 1991); and Monte Campbell Crane Co. Inc. 510
So.2d 1104 (Fla. 4th DCA 1987). ) Additionally, denial of a motion for reconsideration is
reviewable for abuse of discretion. (See Panama City General Partnership v Godfrey Panama
City Investment, LLC 109 So.3d 291, First DCA (2013).
Defendant now reiterates the first argument he presented in his original Opposition to the
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Arbitration, which was submitted to the Court on November 27,
2020. Specifically, incompetent (albeit "tricky") Counsel of Burr & Forman LLP were not even
legally Counsel of Record for Discover Bank, N.A. at the time they filed the Motion to Compel
Arbitration. Accordingly, they completely lacked legal authority to file the Motion in the first
place and this Court should not countenance an illegally filed Motion. To do so, places in
serious jeopardy Florida State Bar Unauthorized Practice of Law Prohibitions (UPL). The
applicable facts are as follows:
As shown by Exhibit 8 attached, on October 15, 2020, Plaintiff's predecessor Counsel
Zwicker and Associates, P.C. (now substituted out of the case due to their own incompetency)
filed a Motion for Enlargement of Time to Respond to Defendant's Counterclaim. The stated
reason was as follows (emphasis added) (Exhibit 8 attached):
"The undersigned has been made aware today that new counsel for Plaintiff will be substituting
into this case, and that Plaintiff will require additional time to preserve and respond to Defendant's
counterclaim."
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One day later, the law firm of Burr & Forman LLP filed a Notice of Appearance of
Counsel. While the statement in Zwicker's Motion provides notice new counsel "will be
substituting into this case," it does not constitute a Substitution of Counsel itself (nor does the
Burr & Forman Notice of Appearance). This is because neither of those filings are in conformity
with Fl. Judicial Admin. Rule 2.505 (e ). As shown by Exhibit 10 herein, that Rule states :
"(e ) Appearance of Attorney. An attorney may appear in a proceeding in any of following ways:
(1) By serving and filing, on behalf of a party, the party's first pleading or paper in the
proceeding.
(2) By substitution of counsel, but only by order of court and with written consent of the
client, filed with the court. . . .
(3) By filing with the court and serving upon all parties a notice of appearance as counsel for a
party that has already appeared in a proceeding pro se. . . ."

The analysis is as follows. Counsel, Burr & Forman LLP, failed Prong (e)(1) of the rule
because it was not Discover Bank's first pleading. Counsel failed Prong (e)(2) of the rule
because there was no substitution of counsel ordered by the Court on record at that time, and
additionally because Counsel failed to file any written consent from their client. Counsel failed
Prong (e)(3) because Discover Bank had never been Pro Se in the litigation.
As shown by Exhibit 9, on November 12, 2020, Counsel, Burr & Forman, LLP filed
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Arbitration. By doing so, Counsel totally ignored the expressly
stated requisites set forth by the Florida State Supreme Court in Rule 2.505(e). Apparently,
Counsel decided in arrogance their intent to file a motion was more important than what the
State Supreme Court rule mandates. That will likely prove to be a costly decision on the part of
Burr & Forman, LLP, which in turn will promote increased respect for judicial rules by debt
collector and so-called "creditor rights" law firms. Quite notably, as shown by Exhibit 9(a) Burr &
Forman's defective Motion to Compel Arbitration, similar to the negligent Court Order they
drafted was also filed in the wrong Court. Put simply, as the exhibit shows they filed the
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Motion itself in the County Court, rather than the Circuit Court. The Circuit Court, not the
County Court, had jurisdiction of the case at that time and a valid Counterclaim was pending in
the Circuit Court. That is an additional reason why Burr & Forman's motion never should have
even been considered in the first place by this Court. It also diminishes any assertion on their
part such was a one-time inadvertent error. Put simply, they likely have been filing Motions in
the wrong Courts in many debt collection cases in Florida for some time now. It appears to be a
systemic problem at their firm that has likely affected a massive multitude of litigants.
As shown by Exhibit 11, it was not until December 4, 2020, approximately 3 weeks after
Burr & Forman, LLP filed their Motion; that Judge Curley's predessessor; the Honorable
Cymonie Rowe issued a Court Order that actually approved the Substitution of Counsel. Put
simply, on November 12, 2020 the day Burr & Forman, LLP filed their Motion, they were not
legally Counsel of Record and therefore not legally entitled to file that Motion. Accordingly, this
Court should not have considered the Motion at all, as indicated in Defendant's Opposition filed
on November 27, 2020. Doing so, jeopardizes Florida Bar UPL prohibitions.
Should this Court allow Plaintiff's illegally filed Motion to be granted, this Court would be
arrogantly elevating itself above the Florida Supreme Court, just like Burr & Forman, LLP
indicated it is their belief they are above properly enacted Judicial Procedural Rules.

FN 3

FN 3 - Known in legal terminology as the "Invidious Application of the Procedure / Substance Dichotomy, the
matter is best explained as follows. It has been an unfortunate predicate throughout history when rules are broken,
they tend to be broken in favor of the Strong, rather than the Weak. The entire concept of enacting rules in any
society, sports game, or market is to equalize the playing field. By having rules, everyone is supposed to know the
manner in which an event or controversy will be played or handled. By having rules within the context of
litigation, the goal is to equalize the rich with the poor, the strong with the weak, those who know powerful people
with those who don't know powerful people. The intended concept of having rules is no one gains an unfair
advantage by doing things in an "informal" manner. The dichotomy between liberal and strict interpretation of
rules to fit self-interested goals has its roots in the related dichotomies of procedure versus substance, and rules
versus standards. What if the rule is always applied to the weak, but decision-makers consistently determine
"reasonable cause" exists when those who are strong do not comply with the rule? When this occurs, the rule
designed to implement "Justice" instead became the exact tool to cause "Injustice." Intended to equalize the
playing field, the rule itself became the precise implement to "RIG" the playing field.
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